Year 4 Summer Term
Welcome back, we hope you had a relaxing and
enjoyable Easter holiday. The first half term we
will focus on history and art followed by in the
final half term geography and design and
technology.
Maths
In Year 4 we will be continuing to have a high
focus on timestables. We will continue to use the
timestable rockstars to improve both our speed and
accuracy. This term focuses on learning statistics,
measures and problem solving skills.
English
This term English will focus on poetry, play-script
writing and also persuasive writing.
The children will be encouraged to use a variety
of vocabulary, conjunctions, openers and
punctuation (VCOP) to enable them to make their
writing exciting, ensuring it engages the reader.
We will continue to work on spelling, grammar
and punctuation skills (SPAG) throughout the
year during our daily OMS.
We will also focus on editing and evaluating our
work.
Science
In Science the children will cover living things and
their habitats. We will also be going to Aldersley
High school to complete some Science workshops.
Geography
Our topic for Geography will continue to be ‘Asia’,
focusing on human geography this term.
History
Our topic for History will continue to focus on
The Vikings and The Anglo Saxons.

Art
In Art the children will be learning about natural
art forms.
DT
This term each class will have the opportunity to
explore a variety of joining techniques in order to
make a marble run.
P.E
This term the children will have a variety of PE
taught by Progressive Sports and Soccer 2000. They
will have a lesson of dance/gymnastics a week as
well as a lesson of games. Children will also have a
Bikeability workshop after half term.
Music
This term the song focus will be ‘Blackbird’ by the
Beatles where the children will listen and appraise
the song before singing it themselves accompanied by
the glockenspiels.
Computing
The children will be developing their skills on a range
of programmes. This half term we will be focusing
on coding with ongoing learning surrounding internet
safety.

MFL
In Year 4 the children will continue to learn French.
We will be looking at numbers, colours and the
children will have the chance to role play different
French experiences.

